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QUESTION 1

You work on a regression problem in a natural language processing domain, and you have 100M labeled exmaples in
your dataset. You have randomly shuffled your data and split your dataset into train and test samples (in a 90/10 ratio).
After you trained the neural network and evaluated your model on a test set, you discover that the root-mean-squared
error (RMSE) of your model is twice as high on the train set as on the test set. How should you improve the
performance of your model? 

A. Increase the share of the test sample in the train-test split. 

B. Try to collect more data and increase the size of your dataset. 

C. Try out regularization techniques (e.g., dropout of batch normalization) to avoid overfitting. 

D. Increase the complexity of your model by, e.g., introducing an additional layer or increase sizing the size of
vocabularies or n-grams used. 

Correct Answer: D 

D: 

A is incorrect since test sample is large enough. 

B is incorrect since dataset is pretty large already, and having more data typically helps with overfitting and not with
underfitting. 

C is incorrect since regularization helps to avoid overfitting and we have a clear underfitting case. 

D is correct since increasing model complexity generally helps when you have an underfitting problem. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is NOT one of the three main types of triggers that Dataflow supports? 

A. Trigger based on element size in bytes 

B. Trigger that is a combination of other triggers 

C. Trigger based on element count 

D. Trigger based on time 

Correct Answer: A 

There are three major kinds of triggers that Dataflow supports: 1. Time-based triggers 2. Data-driven triggers. You can
set a trigger to emit results from a window when that window has received a certain number of data elements. 3.
Composite triggers. These triggers combine multiple time-based or data-driven triggers in some logical way 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/dataflow/model/triggers 

 

QUESTION 3
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You have a data pipeline with a Cloud Dataflow job that aggregates and writes time series metrics to Cloud Bigtable.
This data feeds a dashboard used by thousands of users across the organization. You need to support additional
concurrent users and reduce the amount of time required to write the data. Which two actions should you take? (Choose
two.) 

A. Configure your Cloud Dataflow pipeline to use local execution 

B. Increase the maximum number of Cloud Dataflow workers by setting maxNumWorkers in PipelineOptions 

C. Increase the number of nodes in the Cloud Bigtable cluster 

D. Modify your Cloud Dataflow pipeline to use the Flatten transform before writing to Cloud Bigtable 

E. Modify your Cloud Dataflow pipeline to use the CoGroupByKey transform before writing to Cloud Bigtable 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You designed a database for patient records as a pilot project to cover a few hundred patients in three clinics. Your
design used a single database table to represent all patients and their visits, and you used self-joins to generate reports.
The server resource utilization was at 50%. Since then, the scope of the project has expanded. The database must now
store 100 times more patient records. You can no longer run the reports, because they either take too long or they
encounter errors with insufficient compute resources. How should you adjust the database design? 

A. Add capacity (memory and disk space) to the database server by the order of 200. 

B. Shard the tables into smaller ones based on date ranges, and only generate reports with prespecified date ranges. 

C. Normalize the master patient-record table into the patient table and the visits table, and create other necessary tables
to avoid self-join. 

D. Partition the table into smaller tables, with one for each clinic. Run queries against the smaller table pairs, and use
unions for consolidated reports. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

If a dataset contains rows with individual people and columns for year of birth, country, and income, how many of the
columns are continuous and how many are categorical? 

A. 1 continuous and 2 categorical 

B. 3 categorical 

C. 3 continuous 

D. 2 continuous and 1 categorical 

Correct Answer: A 
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https://cloud.google.com/automl-tables/docs/data-types#bq 

it do not make sense for year to be "2022.5" so it has to be categorical. 
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